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ABSTRACT: In this study, polymer-grafted magnetic nanoparticles containing chromium(III) ions incorporated onto Fe3O4/mercapto-

propanoic acid-poly(2-hydroxyethyl acrylate) was prepared via a simple and in situ method. The obtained magnetic nanocomposite

exhibited high catalytic activity and excellent selectivity in direct hydroxylation of benzene in the presence of hydrogen peroxide

under solvent-free condition. The magnetic catalyst could be also separated by an external magnet and reused seven times without

any significant loss of activity/selectivity. Due to the Lewis acidity of the Fe31 groups in the structure of magnetic nanoparticles, the

high efficiency of this catalyst is possibly due to the synergetic effect of Cr31 and Fe31 groups in the structure of magnetic nanocom-

posite. VC 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 2014, 131, 40383.
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INTRODUCTION

Phenol is an important industrial feedstock and is widely used in

the production of phenol resins, fibers, dyestuffs, and medica-

ments.1 Industrially, more than 90% of the world’s phenol pro-

duction is based on the three-step cumene (isopropylbenzene)

process. However, this method suffers from many disadvantages

such as using a large amount of inorganic acid as catalyst, pro-

ducing a high amount of acetone as byproduct, low reaction

yield/selectivity, and harsh reaction conditions. In order to over-

come these drawbacks, the one-step hydroxylation of benzene is a

good alternative even though this reaction is one of the most dif-

ficult in the field of organic synthesis. Over the last decade, they

have been reported that transition metal catalysts in the presence

of H2O2 as a green oxidant exhibit high catalytic activity in the

direct hydroxylation of benzene under relatively mild reaction

conditions.2–5 Therefore, synthesis of phenol by direct hydroxyla-

tion of benzene in liquid phase over transition metal oxide cata-

lysts using hydrogen peroxide has become attractive in both

academic and industrial fields, due to positive effects in terms of

cost, safety, and environmental impact.

Over the last few years, magnetic nanoparticles (e.g., Fe3O4) have

been extensively investigated as inorganic support for the synthesis

of organic–inorganic hybrid materials, due to their potential

applications in many industrial and biological fields.6 Their mag-

netic character implies that they respond to a magnet, making

sampling, and collection easier applications. In addition, when

magnetic nanoparticles are used as supports, the size of the sup-

port materials is decreased to the nanometer scale, and all of the

catalytic sites on the external surface of the particles can be acces-

sible to the substrates.7 As a consequence, the activity of these

nanoparticle-supported catalysts could be improved compared

with conventional heterogeneous catalysts based on porous sup-

port matrices, where internal pore diffusion in the porous catalysts

can represent a rate limiting step.7 In this way, organic–inorganic

hybrid materials based on magnetic nanoparticles have been

widely used in the field of biology, medicine, and catalysis.8–11

In recent years, modified magnetic nanoparticles have received a

lot of attention as support for incorporation of different transi-

tion metal ions. However, most of these techniques require

many reaction steps to introduce functional groups to the mag-

netic surface and/or they use organosilica precursors as organic

shell in order to prepare a suitable support for trapping the

metal ions.12–16 The organosilane precursors not only involve

complicated synthesis and purification method but also are very

expensive and toxic. Therefore, from both environmental and

economic point of views, preparation of the modified magnetic

nanoparticles via a simple method and without using
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organoalkoxysilane compounds is highly desirable. In addition,

although many research works have been recently reported that

Fe3O4-containing catalysts have high catalytic performance in

the hydroxylation of benzene to phenol,1,17,18 application of

transition metal catalysts based on modified magnetic nanopar-

ticles as heterogeneous catalysts in the direct hydroxylation of

benzene has received no considerable attention.

In continuing our efforts toward the development of efficient

and environmentally benign heterogeneous catalysts,19–21 herein,

Fe3O4/mercaptopropanoic acid-poly(2-hydroxyethyl acrylate)

nanocomposite containing Cr31 ions (Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr)

was prepared via a simple method as a novel heterogeneous

magnetic catalyst, without using organosilane precursors. The

main goal of this catalytic synthesis was to introduce a novel

and efficient transition metal catalyst based on polymer-grafted

magnetic nanoparticles to expand the use of these types of

nanocomposites for catalytic oxidation reactions. In order to

investigate the catalytic activity of this magnetic catalyst, the

direct hydroxylation of benzene was chosen as an important

organic reaction in both academic and industrial fields.

EXPERIMENTAL

Catalyst Preparation

The procedure for preparing the Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr nano-

composite includes three steps. The detailed procedure was

described as the following:

In the first step, MPA-coated Fe3O4 nanoparticles was synthe-

sized by a co-precipitation method as reported previously.22

FeCl3�6H2O (13 g) and FeCl2�4H2O (4.8 g) were dissolved in

100 mL deionized water and stirred at 40�C for 15 min under

nitrogen atmosphere. Then, 8 g of MPA were added to the

above mixture and PH was adjusted to 11 with NH4OH solu-

tion (25 wt %). The suspension was then refluxed for 6 h under

nitrogen atmosphere with vigorous stirring. Finally, the

obtained nanocomposite was separated from the aqueous solu-

tion by magnetic decantation, washed several times with deion-

ized water, and then dried in a vacuum oven overnight to

obtain Fe3O4/MPA. For the next step of the preparation of cata-

lyst, the amount of sulfur content of Fe3O4/MPA is necessary.

Sulfur content of the nanocomposite was estimated by back

titration using NaOH (0.1M). The known amount of the cata-

lyst was stirred in HCl (0.5M) for 30 min. Then, the mixture

was filtrated and titrated with NaOH (0.1M). Sulfur content of

catalysts was found to be 1.3 mmol/g.

In the second step, telomerization of PHEA on the surface of

Fe3O4/MPA was accomplished by an in situ polymerization

method. Briefly, 0.4 g of Fe3O4/MPA was suspended in 10 mL

toluene for 15 min using a sonicator to achieve good disper-

sion. The mixture was then purged with nitrogen and 2-

hydroxyethyl acrylate (HEA, 1.2 mL, 10.4 mmol, the molar ratio

of HEA/MPA 5 20) were added to the reaction mixture, fol-

lowed by the addition of azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) (0.017

g, 0.1 mmol) drop by drop. Immediately, the flask was

immersed in an oil bath at 90�C and the reaction mixture was

stirred under nitrogen atmosphere for 12 h. At the end of the

reaction, the polymerization was stopped by quenching the flask

in an ice bath, and the reaction mixture was diluted with tetra-

hydrofuran (THF), followed by precipitation in 200 mL hexane.

The obtained materials were redispersed in 10 mL of THF and

centrifuged to remove any free PHEA homopolymer in order to

exclusively obtain PHEA grafted magnetic nanocomposite.

Finally, the precipitates were dried in a vacuum oven at 40�C
for 24 h to yield Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA.

In the third step, incorporation of chromium ions onto the

Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA nanocomposite was carried out using various

amounts of CrCl3�6H2O (2, 3, 4, and 5 mmol). In a typical

reaction, a flask containing a stirred suspension of chrome(III)

chloride hexahydrate in 15 mL of dry methanol was purged

with nitrogen and heated to 40�C under a nitrogen atmosphere.

Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA (1 g) was then added in one portion and the

resulting suspension was refluxed in a nitrogen atmosphere

under vigorous stirring for 6 h. Afterward, the synthesized

nanocomposite (Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr) was separated from the

suspension by magnetic decantation, washed several times with

deionized water and dry methanol, and dried under vacuum at

room temperature. The Cr content of the nanocomposite, as

determined by atomic absorption spectrometer, was found to be

1.28, 1.87, 2.45, and 2.49 mmol/g for 2, 3, 4, and 5 mmol of

used chrome(III) chloride hexahydrate, respectively.

Apparatus

The crystalline structures of the samples were evaluated by X-

ray diffraction (XRD) analysis on a Bruker D8 Advance diffrac-

tometer with CuKa radiation at 40 kV and 20 mA. Fourier

transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded with a Perkin

Elmer 65 spectrometer in the range of 400–4000 cm21. Trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was performed on

a Phillips CM10 microscope at an accelerating voltage of 200

kV. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was recorded on a

HORIBA-LB550. Magnetization measurements were carried out

on a BHV-55 vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). Thermal

stability of the catalyst was investigated by thermogravimetric

analysis (TGA, TSTA Type 503) at a heating rate of 10�C/min

under nitrogen atmosphere. Scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) was performed on a Philips XL30 with SE detector. Sur-

face composition was investigated using an X-ray Photoelectron

Spectroscopy (XPS) (Thermo VG Multilab 2000) in an ultra-

high vacuum with Al Ka radiation.

General Procedure for Direct Hydroxylation of Benzene

The catalytic hydroxylation of benzene using 30% H2O2 solution

as an oxidant was carried out in a two-necked round-bottom

flask. In a typical hydroxylation process, a mixture of catalyst

(Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr, 0.03 g) and benzene (0.56 mL, 3 mmol)

was placed in a round-bottom flask. Then, a certain amount of

H2O2 (30%, the molar ratio of benzene/H2O2 5 1/2) was added

dropwise and the reaction mixture was stirred in the absence of

solvent for 1 h. Finally, the magnetic catalyst was separated by an

external magnet and the resulting solution was analyzed by off-

line GC (Varian CP3800). An internal standard material 1,4-diox-

ane was used to the quantitatively analysis. The products were

also analyzed by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-

MS) (Agilent Technologies 6890 N Network GC system and 5973

Mass selective Detector), especially for any product species which
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cannot be detected by the flame ionization detector (FID) detec-

tor. For work-up the reaction mixture, after separation and wash-

ing the catalyst with acetonitrile, 5 mL aqueous solution of

NaOH (5 wt %) was added and the organic layer was extracted

with diethyl ether. Then, 5 mL aqueous solution of HCl (5 wt

%) was added to the aqueous layer and the organic layer was

extracted with diethyl ether. The solvent of the organic layer was

evaporated to afford the pure product.23

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Catalyst Characterization

Crystalline structures of the Fe3O4/MPA, Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA and

Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr were analyzed by powder XRD. As dis-

played in Figure 1(a–c), all the samples represent the diffraction

peaks at 2h of around 30.1�, 35.2�, 43.1�, 53.5�, 57.4�, and

62.7� corresponding to the spinel structure of Fe3O4,24 which

can be assigned to the diffractions of the (220), (311), (400),

(422), (511), and (440) faces of the crystals, respectively. In

addition, the XRD patterns depict similar diffraction peaks

which indicate that the nanocomposite was synthesized without

damaging the crystal structure of Fe3O4 core. In addition, the

broad diffraction peak in the range of 2h between 20� and 30�

can be attributed to the amorphous polymer coated on the

magnetic nanoparticles.25 According to the XRD results, it can

be concluded that the Fe3O4 nanoparticles were successfully

coated with the MPA-PHEA.

The FTIR spectra of Fe3O4/MPA, Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA, and

Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr nanocomposites were recorded to con-

firm the modification of the magnetite surface with the organic

polymer shell and metal ions [Figure 2(a–c)]. The presence of

magnetite nanoparticles is observable by the strong adsorption

band at about 585 cm21, corresponding to the FeAO vibrations

[Figure 2(a–c)]. It is also clear that the strong C@O band of

carboxyl group, which is generally present at 1650 cm21, was

absent in the spectrum of Fe3O4/MPA [Figure 2(a)]. Instead,

two characteristic bands appeared at 1588 and 1514 cm21,

which can be ascribed to COO2
as and COO2

s stretch of car-

boxyl group.22 It has been reported that the wavenumber sepa-

ration between the COO2
as and COO2

s IR bands can be used

to distinguish the type of the interaction between the carboxy-

late head and the metal atom.26 Because the wavenumber sepa-

ration between the COO2
as and COO2

s bands is 74 cm21

(1588–1514 5 74 cm21), it can be concluded that the interac-

tion between the COO2 group and the Fe atom was covalent

and bidentate [Figure 2(a)].26 According to the Figure 2(a), suc-

cessful Fe3O4 surface modification with MPA moieties were

verified. The presence of peaks at around 2800–3000 cm21 and

�685 cm21 also corresponds to the aliphatic CAH stretching of

the methylene groups and the stretching vibration of CAS

band, which is observable in the samples [Figure 2(a–c)]. Look-

ing more closely at the Figure 2(a,b), it can be seen that the peak

at 2581 cm21 attributing to the SAH stretches [Figure 2(a)] dis-

appeared in the spectrum of Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA, which indicate

that SH groups (free thiol groups) in the structure of MPA were

reacted with the monomer (HEA) and PHEA was anchored to

the surface of Fe3O4/MPA through the thiol groups. Moreover,

the presence of the polymer (PHEA) on the surface of magnetic

nanocomposite (Fe3O4/MPA) can be further proved by the

appearance of new bands at 3476, 1732, and 1165 cm21 which

are due to the stretching vibrations of OAH, C@O, and CAO

bonds [Figure 2(c)]. In terms of the Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr [Fig-

ure 2(c)], a red shift of the band at 1732 cm21 was observed

(1732 cm21 ! 1703 cm21), which is probably characteristic of

the asymmetrical fluctuations of the carbonyl group after interac-

tion with the metal ions. The band 3476 cm21 corresponding to

the OAH bond of PHEA [Figure 2(b)], disappeared in the spec-

trum of the Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr [Figure 2(c)], indicating a

strong interaction between the oxygen donors and the metal

Figure 1. XRD patterns of (a) Fe3O4/MPA, (b) Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA, and

(c) Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr.

Figure 2. FTIR spectra of (a) Fe3O4/MPA, (b) Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA, and

(c) Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr.
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ions. The IR results imply that MPA-PHEA-Cr was successfully

immobilized onto the surface of magnetic nanoparticles.

Figure 3 shows the SEM images of Fe3O4, Fe3O4/MPA, pure

PHEA, and Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA magnetic nanocomposite. As can

be seen, Fe3O4 and Fe3O4/MPA samples have roughly spherical

morphology [Figure 3(a,b)]. No apparent change in the mor-

phology of Fe3O4 nanoparticles was observed after modifying

with MPA, which is suitable for immobilization of the polymer.

The apparent physical nature of PHEA [Figure 3(c)] changed

remarkably after composite formation. The nanocomposite [Fig-

ure 3(d)] depicts a much smaller of the particle size than that

of PHEA microparticles [Figure 3(c)] synthesized in the same

conditions without Fe3O4 nanoparticles. It can be explained

that the MPA grafted on the surface of Fe3O4 nanoparticles is

good compatible with PHEA. Therefore, the PHEA are polymer-

ized easily and adhered on the surface of Fe3O4 nanoparticles

instead of forming separate polymer particles. Moreover, the

Fe3O4 nanoparticles acted as a crystal nucleus for the easier pre-

cipitation of PHEA, leading to form the smaller particles.27 In

other words, MPA-modified magnetic nanoparticles serve as not

only an inorganic filler but also an effective stabilizer for the

polymerization of HEA in the reaction mixture.

To ascertain the composite morphology more clearly, the

TEM images of Fe3O4/MPA and Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr

nanocomposites were represented in Figure 4. Comparison of

the TEM micrographs confirms that the original size and shape

of the magnetic nanoparticles were retained after grafting of

MPA-PHEA-Cr [Figure 4(a,b)]. The composite particles that

were obtained by our procedure are quasi-spherical in shape, in

which Fe3O4 nanoparticles were well dispersed in the polymer

matrix. It is also clear from Figure 4(b) that the magnetic nano-

particles are visible as dark contrast areas with uniform disper-

sion, whereas the MPA-PHEA-Cr shell formed fringes

surrounding the magnetic nanoparticles cores. DLS measure-

ments were also carried out to measure the hydrodynamic

diameter of the magnetic nanoparticles. Before the surface graft-

ing by PHEA, the mean diameter of the modified-magnetic

nanoparticles (Fe3O4/MPA) was found to be about 20 nm [Fig-

ure 4(c)]. The size of Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr became larger than

the Fe3O4/MPA because of the grafting of PHEA-Cr on the sur-

face of Fe3O4/MPA nanoparticles and was observed to be

around 25 nm [Figure 4(d)].

Figure 5 depicts the TGA results of pure PHEA, Fe3O4/MPA,

and Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA nanocomposite under nitrogen atmos-

phere. It is observed that the Fe3O4/MPA loses about 15% of its

total weight because of removal the grafted-MPA on the Fe3O4

nanoparticles [Figure 5(a)]. In comparison with the Fe3O4/

MPA, the TGA curve of Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA represents a major

decomposition at the temperature range from around 250�C to

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of (a) Fe3O4, (b) Fe3O4/MPA, (c) pure PHEA, and (d) Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA.
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420�C indicating the surface grafting of Fe3O4 nanoparticles by

MPA-PHEA, which is observed to be �75% [Figure 5(b)]. TGA

results also suggest that Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA nanocomposite has

higher thermal stability than the pure PHEA [Figure 5(a)],

which is possibly due to chemically bonded of PHEA to the sur-

face of Fe3O4/MPA nanoparticles and exhibit a relatively high

stability.

The magnetic properties of the calcined Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA (cal-

cined at 600�C for 3 h), uncalcined Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA, and

Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr nanocomposite were measured via VSM

at room temperature [Figure 6(a–c)]. It can be seen that the

saturation magnetization (Ms) value of the samples are 61.8,

38.2, and 32.6 emu/g for the calcined Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA,

uncalcined Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA, and Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr nano-

composite, respectively. As displayed in the figure, the Ms of

uncalcined nanocomposite [Figure 6(b)] is significantly less

than that of the calcined nanocomposite [Figure 6(a)]. It may

be attributed to the fact that the Fe3O4 nanoparticles were

coated completely by an inert organic shell (MPA-PHEA),

which ensures the magnetic nanoparticles with protection and

stabilization, avoiding oxidation in air. From the results of the

magnetic properties and TEM analysis, the presence of MPA-

PHEA around the Fe3O4 nanoparticles can be further proved.

In order to investigate the oxidation state of Cr in the nano-

composite, the XPS study was carried out on the Fe3O4/MPA-

PHEA-Cr catalyst (Figure 7). The high-resolution Cr 2p

Figure 4. TEM images and the size distributions of (a, c) Fe3O4/MPA and (b, d) Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr.
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spectrum exhibits two main peaks at 584.7 and 575.5 eV which

are attributed to Cr 2p1/2 and Cr 2p3/2, respectively. In compari-

son with the standard binding energy of Cr(III) at 587.2 eV and

577.7 eV for Cr 2p1/2 and Cr 2p3/2, respectively,28 it can be seen

that the Cr peaks in the Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr shifted to lower

binding energy. It has been reported that the position of metal

peak in the XPS analysis is usually influenced by the local

chemical/physical environment around metal species besides the

formal oxidation state, and shifts to lower binding energy when

the charge density around it increases.29 Therefore, it can be

concluded that Cr(III) ions bound directly to oxygen groups in

the structure of polymer supported onto the magnetic nanopar-

ticles in which the charge density around the metal ions

increases, which is in agreement with IR results.

Catalytic Activity

Having synthesized and characterized the Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr

nanocomposite, its role as a heterogeneous catalyst was eval-

uated for direct hydroxylation of benzene in the presence of

hydrogen peroxide as an oxidant. In order to optimize the reac-

tion conditions and obtain the best catalytic activity, different

reaction parameters such as solvent, temperature, and amount

of catalyst and oxidant were investigated. The hydroxylation

reactions of benzene were carried out over the catalyst with

the best metal content (reported in the “Experimental” section,

2.45 mmol/g).

As far as the amount of oxidant is concerned, the model reac-

tion was carried out in different amounts of H2O2 to investigate

the efficiency of the catalyst (Table I). As can be seen, the yield

of phenol increased from 8% to 14% with the increase in H2O2

amount from 3 to 6 mmol. With further increase in the amount

of H2O2, the yield decreased, which may be due to the possibil-

ity of blocking active sites of the catalyst by water molecules

from H2O2 solution.30 In addition, the selectivity to phenol

decreased by an increase in the amount of H2O2 because of the

further oxidation of phenol with excess H2O2.

In order to further optimize reaction conditions, the model

reaction was performed in several solvents as well as solvent-

free condition (Table II). It was observed that the best yield was

obtained when the reaction was conducted under solvent-free

condition (14%). Moreover, the effect of catalyst amount on the

hydroxylation benzene was also investigated by different

amounts of the catalyst (Table II). As can be seen, while the

amount of catalyst surged from 0.01 to 0.03 g, the product yield

raised significantly from 14% to 31%, which is probably due to

the availability of more acid sites. Since then, the percentage of

yield further increased between 0.03 g and 0.05 g, with a reduc-

tion in phenol selectivity from 100% to 79% due to over-

oxidation of the substrate at high amounts of the catalyst.

According to the results, 0.03 g was chosen as the optimum

amount of catalyst, due to the best yield and selectivity, for the

further steps.

Figure 5. TGA curves of (a) Fe3O4/MPA, (b) Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA, and

(c) pure PHEA.

Figure 6. Room temperature magnetization curves of (a) calcined

Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA nanocomposite (at 600�C for 3 h), (b) uncalcined

Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA nanocomposite, and (c) Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr

nanocomposite.

Figure 7. High-resolution XPS spectrum of Cr 2p of Fe3O4/MPA-

PHEA-Cr nanocomposite.
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The influence of reaction temperature on the catalytic activity

was investigated by several separate reactions under the same

reaction conditions. As represented in Table III, the reaction

yield raised by increasing the temperature to 45�C and then it

decreased at higher temperatures because of the spontaneous

decomposition of H2O2 to O2 and H2O at high temperatures.31

Furthermore, it was seen that selectivity to phenol decreased

with an increase in the reaction temperature because of the fur-

ther oxidation of phenol at high temperatures. According to the

results, room temperature appears to be the optimum reaction

temperature.

It should be mentioned that in order to better understand the

active sites of the catalyst, the optimized hydroxylation of ben-

zene was performed in the presence of Fe3O4 nanoparticles

(purchased from Aldrich, catalog No: 637106) and pure PHEA-

Cr separately. The product yields of 6% and 12% were obtained

in 240 min and 180 min for Fe3O4 and PHEA-Cr, respectively.

Furthermore, the selectivity to phenol was not satisfying, 38%

and 42% for Fe3O4 and PHEA-Cr, respectively. It is clear that

apart from the magnetic property of Fe3O4 nanoparticles, they

have the Lewis acid property. In other words, Fe31 species in

the magnetic nanoparticles are capable of catalyzing the hydrox-

ylation reaction. Therefore, the high efficiency of this magnetic

catalyst (Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr) could be due to the synergetic

effect of Cr31 ions and Lewis acidity of the Fe31 groups in the

structure of magnetic nanocomposite, which facilitate the for-

mation of product intermediate. Hence, gathering evidences

from all these, the conclusion can be made that the Fe31

groups, which are present in the nanocomposite, have a supple-

ment role in the catalytic activity.32

In the view of industrial purposes, reusability of the catalyst was

tested by carrying out repeated runs of the reaction on the

same batch of the catalyst in the case of the model reaction

(Table IV). In order to regenerate the catalyst, after each cycle,

it was separated by an external magnet and washed several times

with diethyl ether. Then, it was dried in an oven at 60�C and

reused in the subsequent run. The results show that this poly-

mer magnetic catalyst can be reused seven times with no signifi-

cant loss of activity/selectivity performance. It should be

mentioned that there was very low Cr31 leaching during the

reaction and the catalyst exhibited high stability even after seven

recycles (Table IV).

Table I. Effect of Oxidant Amount on Hydroxylation of Benzenea

Amount of
H2O2 (mmol) Yield (%)b

Selectivity to
phenol (%)

3 8 100

6 14 100

9 19 93c

12 10 81c

a Reaction conditions: benzene (3 mmol), catalyst (Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr,
0.01 g), solvent-free, room temperature, reaction time 5 1 h.
b Isolated yield.
c Determined by GC. The main byproduct was quinone.

Table II. Effect of Different Solvents and Amounts of Catalyst on the

Hydroxylation of Benzene in the Presence of Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cra

Solvent
Catalyst
(g)

Amount
of Cr31

(mmol)b
Yield
(%)c

Selectivity
to phenol
(%)

CH3CN 0.01 0.0245 10 100

H2O 0.01 0.0245 3 100

CH3OH 0.01 0.0245 5 100

CH2Cl2 0.01 0.0245 8 100

Solvent-free 0.01 0.0245 14 100

Solvent-free 0.02 0.0490 26 100

Solvent-free 0.03 0.0735 31 100

Solvent-free 0.04 0.0980 38 92d

Solvent-free 0.05 0.1225 42 79d

a Reaction conditions: benzene (3 mmol), H2O2 (6 mmol), solvent-free,
room temperature, reaction time 5 1 h.
b mmol of Cr31 in the used catalyst.
c Isolated yield.
d Determined by GC. The main byproduct was quinone.

Table IV. Reusability of the Catalysta

Reaction cycles
Amount of Cr31

(mmol/0.03 g catalyst)b Yield (%)c

Fresh 0.0735 31

1 0.0731 31

2 0.0729 31

3 0.0724 29

4 0.0722 29

5 0.0721 28

6 0.0718 27

7 0.0714 26

a Reaction temperature: benzene (3 mmol), catalyst (0.03 g), H2O2 (6
mmol), solvent-free, room temperature, reaction time 5 1 h, selectivity to
phenol 5 100%.
b Estimated by atomic absorption spectrometer.
c Isolated yield.

Table III. Effect of Reaction Temperature on the Catalytic Activity of

Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cra

Reaction temperature Yield (%)b
Selectivity
to phenol (%)c

Room temperature 31 100

35 39 87

45 43 75

65 40 70

Reflux 36 66

a Reaction temperature: benzene (3 mmol), catalyst (0.03 g), H2O2 (6
mmol), solvent-free, room temperature, reaction time 5 1 h.
b Isolated yield.
c Determined by GC. The main byproduct was quinone.
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In order to prove the heterogeneous nature of the catalyst, het-

erogeneity test was performed for the optimized hydroxylation

benzene, in which the catalyst was separated from the reaction

mixture at �50% conversion of the starting material. The reac-

tion progress in the filtrate was monitored. As displayed in Fig-

ure 8, no further hydroxylation reaction occurred even at

extended times, indicating that the nature of reaction process is

heterogeneous and there is not any reaction progress in homo-

geneous phase.

A comparative study was performed for the use of Fe3O4/MPA-

PHEA-Cr with some of the reported catalysts for the hydroxyla-

tion of benzene (Table V). As can be observed, the reaction

with different catalysts required a high temperature and longer

reaction times compared with Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr. In all

methods, the reaction was also performed in solvent such as

acetonitrile and acetic acid. As mentioned earlier, when mag-

netic nanoparticles are generally used as supports, the size of

the support materials is decreased to the nanometer scale, and

all of the catalytic sites on the external surface of the particles

can be accessible to the substrates.7 Therefore, the nanometer

scale polymer supported on the magnetic nanoparticle makes it

an excellent scaffold for incorporation of chromium ions, lead-

ing to better dispersion of the active sites. As a consequence,

the isolated active sites (Cr13) in the structure of the catalyst

may be more reachable to benzene compared with the other

catalytic systems, which causes the high catalytic activity in the

hydroxylation of benzene. Furthermore, the high efficiency of

this magnetic catalyst could be also due to the synergetic effect

of Cr31 ions and Lewis acidity of the Fe31 groups in the struc-

ture of magnetic nanocomposite, which facilitate the formation

of product intermediate.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a facile route to the synthesis of Cr(III)-contain-

ing Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA nanocomposite was reported without

using any organosilane precursors. The magnetic nanoparticles

were initially prepared by a simple co-precipitation in the pres-

ence of MPA to obtain Fe3O4/MPA. Then, the polymerization

of HEA on the surface of Fe3O4/MPA was conducted through

an in situ polymerization using AIBN as an initiator, which led

to synthesize a new polymer-grafted magnetic nanoparticle

(Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA). The surface functionalization of magnetic

nanoparticles by MPA-PHEA was confirmed by several analyti-

cal apparatus. The instrumental analysis showed that immobili-

zation of the polymer (PHEA) onto the modified magnetic

nanoparticles (Fe3O4/MPA) was through the thiol groups of

MPA, which resulted that the oxygen groups on the flexible

supported polymer chain are effective at capturing chromium

ions. The polymer-grafted magnetic nanoparticles containing

Cr31 exhibited high catalytic activity/selectivity in direct

hydroxylation of benzene using hydrogen peroxide as green oxi-

dant under mild conditions. The outstanding catalytic perform-

ance of this magnetic catalyst may be due to the synergetic

effect between Cr31 and Fe31 groups in the structure of nano-

composite. The magnetic catalyst also showed high thermal sta-

bility and excellent level of reusability, which make it as a good

candidate for industrial catalytic purposes in different oxidation

reactions.

Table V. Hydroxylation of Benzene Using Hydrogen Peroxide over Different Catalysts

Entry Catalyst
Time
(h)

Yield
(%)

Selectivity
to phenol
(%)

Temperature
(�C) Solvent Ref.

1 Fe/MgO 6 36 100 60�C Acetonitrile 32

2 Fe3O4/CMK-3 3 18 92 60�C Acetonitrile 18

3 Multi-V-POMs 2 �25 �91 80�C Acetonitrile 33

4 HPMoV/NH2-SBA-15 6 20 95 60�C Acetonitrile 34

5 P-[DVB-VBIM]5PMoV2 6 �24 100 55�C Acetonitrile 35

6 Fe/MWCNTs 2.5 �18 �95 60�C Acetonitrile 1

7 Poly(VMCA)-PMoV 4.5 �30 100 70�C Acetonitrile 36

8 V-MimSaIm-PMoV 5 �20 100 50�C Acetonitrile 37

9 Co-SBA-16 4 �29 �97 70�C Acetic acid 38

10 Fe3O4/MPA-PHEA-Cr 1 31 100 r.t Solvent-free This Work

Figure 8. Heterogeneity test for hydroxylation of benzene over Fe3O4/

MPA-PHEA-Cr.
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